I formulate geosteering as a probabilistic inverse problem: given a sequence of log and directional survey measurements along a wellbore, and a pilot well log representing the geologic column at a known position, what are the most likely spatial positions of those surveys, and how does the geologic structure vary laterally? Constraining the problem to two dimensions, I define discrete random variables over the wellbore positions, the well log, and the geologic structure. Incorporating conditional relations among the variables, I arrange the variables in a Bayesian network. After applying geological and instrument prior information, and evidence in the form of log and directional survey measurements, probability calculus determines the posterior joint marginal probability distributions for the well path and geologic structure. Naïvely performing the necessary multiplications and marginalizations would require impossible amounts of computer memory. Using variable elimination, I order the computations so as to reduce memory requirements, making it practical to execute on modern, commodity computers. From the posterior joint marginal, I extract the most likely well path and geologic structure, and characterize confidence in these measures by posterior marginal probabilities for each variable. The Bayesian network approach enables us to solve inverse problems, like this one, spanning different physical dimensions, having non-normal uncertainties, and having no direct forward modeling formula.
INTRODUCTION
Geologists use geological logging measurements to guide directional drilling decisions. To position a well in a target geologic zone, the geologist must interpret the physical measurements -directional surveys and logging while drilling (LWD) readings -to estimate two unknowns: the true well path through the earth, and lateral changes in the geology. In this study, I
• construct the geosteering problem formally as a probabilistic inverse problem;
• formulate it as a Bayesian network over discrete random variables; and
• use techniques from machine learning to solve the Bayesian network exactly for the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) configuration and posterior marginal distributions. Geosteering using Bayesian Networks
Consider a simplified, two-dimensional earth model as in Figure 1 . A vertical well cuts through it at x = 0. We record a pilot log in the vertical well, typically a gamma ray log. We divide the earth laterally into blocks, characterizing the geology of each block by its dip, and by any fault throw separating the block from its neighbor to the left. We suppose the pilot well log characterizes the geology of each of these blocks, only differing from the pilot log at x = 0 by a vertical shift. Thus the vertical position of the virtual log at the left edge of a block is due to the dip of the previous block, and any fault between that block and the current one.
We characterize the trajectory by inclination surveys at several lateral locations. Although we typically obtain LWD readings between survey locations, in this study, for simplicity, we will measure LWD only at the survey locations. The wellbore trajectory cuts through each shifted and tilted block, measuring the LWD at the same geology that gave rise to readings on the pilot log. Therefore, each LWD reading corresponds to a similar reading at some depth on the pilot log. This study will use the gamma ray LWD readings and inclination surveys to infer the true well path and geologic structure.
Other investigators have used probabilistic approaches to estimate well position and geologic structure, and to assist decision-making. Kullawan et al. (2014) used deep directional resistivity logs to measure the distance to bed boundaries above and below the drill bit. Building a Gaussian joint distribution over the measured distances and a model for interpolating the bed boundaries, they used Bayes' rule to update it as new measurements arrived. Eidsvik and Hokstad (2006) employed vertical seismic profile traveltimes with directional survey measurements to invert for well position, geologic structure, and seismic velocity. They found the model maximizing a posterior probability distribution constructed by combining prior information with a forward modeling formula. Bayesian networks have been employed for high-level prospect analysis (Martinelli et al., 2011) and pore pressure prediction (Oughton et al., 2015) .
Prior Information
Before drilling the lateral, the geologist has some information about the well path and the geology. They know the planned path of the wellbore. In many cases, they have seismic data, or well logs from neighboring wells, from which they will have constructed a geologic model. They have a well log from the vertical section of the current hole; in the ideal case, the vertical extends below the kickoff point for the lateral, so that well log measurements above and below the planned lateral are available.
The estimated well path is sensitive to errors in the directional survey measurements (Williamson et al., 1999) ; the longer the horizontal section of the well, the wider the cone of uncertainty (Jamieson, 2012, pp. 76-79) . First, the actual well path varies from the intended, planned well path, due to inaccuracies in the steering mechanism. Second, the actual well path varies from that implied by the measured surveys, due to inaccuracies in the measuring instrumentation. Since we estimate the position of each survey by adding an offset to the previous survey position, the errors accumulate, introducing a total position uncertainty on the order of tens of meters at the far end of a typical lateral section.
The character of the pilot log in the zone of interest influences the outcome. In the best case, the pilot log value maps uniquely to depth. For example, a linearly increasing log over a depth interval offers no ambiguity; given a log value, we can read off a depth from the pilot log. Frequently, the pilot log varies little in the zone of interest, or varies in a periodic way, so that knowing a log value gives ambiguous information about what relative depth the reading comes from.
In this study, I do not address the uncertainty in the measured depth along the wellbore to the instrumentation package near the bit. In the following discussion, we will assume we have exact measured depth. Incorporating measured depth as a random variable is a straightforward extension of the strategy described here. Figure 1 : Schematic of the geosteering problem. We measure natural gamma ray and wellbore inclination at intervals along the wellbore. We assume the pilot gamma ray log represents a vertical slice of the earth at position x = 0. At each lateral location i, offset x i , we define eight random variables. Y is the depth to the wellbore; Z is the depth to an arbitrary geologic marker; D is the slope, or dip, of the geologic marker; A is the true inclination of the wellbore; B is our measured inclination; F is the throw of a fault, where present; M is the true natural gamma radiation of the earth; L is our measurement of it, while drilling. In our simplified model, the earth can only vary laterally by a vertical shift, which we represent as a copy of the pilot log, shifted to follow the geologic structure.
METHODS
I formulate the problem as a probabilistic inverse problem, in which we seek estimates of physical parameters, related to measurements through a theoretical relationship. Adopting the framework of Tarantola and Valette (1982) , I characterize the theoretical relationship in the most general way: as a joint probability distribution over the measurements and the model parameters. The parameters are the true wellbore depths and the true geologic structure depths, at several lateral positions along the wellbore. The measurements are the gamma ray and the inclination surveys at the same positions. We have prior information about the geology and about the measuring instrumentation, which I also represent as probability distributions. We seek a posterior estimate of the model parameters, which we find by forming the conjunction of these states of information, and, from that distribution, obtaining the MAP configuration and the marginals for the model parameters.
For each physical quantity, at each lateral position along the wellbore where we have observations, I define a random variable taking on discrete values. We want fine enough intervals so that our answers have satisfactory resolution; yet the finer the intervals, the more numerous the allowed states each variable can take on. Because we will be multiplying many discretized probability distributions together, too fine an interval will require more computer memory than is available; the number of multiplications rises exponentially as the number of allowed, possible states.
Since many of the random variables are conditioned on other random variables, we represent each random variable as a conditional probability table (CPT). Table 8 shows a fragment of an example CPT. A CPT is a special case of a more general construct, a factor. Appendix B describes multiplication, marginalization, and maximization of factors.
Bayesian Network
Our model will require eight random variables at each of tens, or hundreds, of lateral positions. Each of those random variables may take on tens or hundreds of states. The full joint probability distribution, then, has many orders of magnitude more elements (∼ 100 100 ) than there are atoms in the universe (∼ 10 80 ). It is impossible to load the full joint probability distribution into computer memory. To make the problem tractable, we will notice conditional independence relationships among the random variables, and arrange the model as a Bayesian network (Pearl, 1985) . A simple example will motivate using a Bayesian network, and illustrate the approach.
From the fundamental rule of probability calculus
we can derive the chain rule of probability calculus, allowing us to represent a joint probability over N variables as the product of N conditional probabilities. For a joint probability over variables A, B, and C, the chain rule permits us to write
multiplying factors of dimensions 3 × 2 × 1. The factor P (A | B, C), of dimension 3, requires storage for up to N A × N B × N C elements, where the N X represent the numbers of states allowed for each dimension. If we can assert conditional independence relations among these variables, we can reduce the dimensions of the multiplicands on the right hand side of (1). Well-studied in the machine learning literature, Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs in which the nodes represent CPTs associated to random variables, and the edges represent the conditions relating them. The variable associated to each node must be conditionally independent of its non-descendants, given its parents. In Equation 1, if we assert that A is independent of C given B, B is independent of A given C, and C is independent of A and B, we can construct the Bayesian network in Figure 2 , and write
multiplying factors of dimensions 2×2×1. Equation 2 illustrates the chain rule for Bayesian networks. We have reduced, from three to two, the largest number of dimensions of any multiplicand, compared to Equation 1. If we now present evidence B = b to the network, Geosteering using Bayesian Networks we obtain the posterior probability
We can characterize the posterior by the values of A and C giving the greatest value for P (A, B = b, C), or the MAP configuration,
and by their posterior marginals
Generally, the chain rule for Bayesian networks allows us to represent the joint probability over all the variables in a Bayesian network as the product of their CPTs,
and its power lies in that it permits us to compute properties of that high-dimensional distribution by manipulating its far smaller constituent factors, a few at a time. Refer to Darwiche (2009 ) or Jensen (2002 for rigorous development of these fundamental concepts. 
We seek a configuration, for the variables parameterizing the geology and wellbore shape, which gives the MAP, and posterior marginal probability distributions for those variables. By factoring the joint into its constituent CPTs, and ordering multiplications and summations sensibly using the variable elimination technique (Darwiche, 2009 , Chapter 6), we can compute the MAP configuration and marginals in a realizable amount of computer memory, in a few minutes, on modern commodity computers. We will be able to compute properties of a posterior joint probability over hundreds or thousands of variables, requiring at most five variable dimensions in memory at once. Bayesian networks can model continuous variables, but only under severe constraints: the distributions must be conditional Gaussians, and continuous variable nodes may not have a discrete child node (Jensen, 2002, p. 67) . I have used discrete variables so that we can exploit the capability of discrete Bayesian networks to model non-Gaussian distributions, most importantly with faulting. And even though in examples below, out of convenience, we will use Gaussians for several prior distributions, it is straightforward to substitute more sophisticated models where we have them.
Model
A wellbore cutting through the earth, modeled at each lateral position x by a virtual, vertical, gamma ray log, will exhibit the gamma ray value of that virtual log where it intersects the wellbore. If we constrain the earth so that, as we move away from x = 0, it is a vertically shifted version of the earth at x = 0, then the amount of vertical shift affects where the wellbore intersects that virtual log, and the LWD reading there.
I model the well path, the geologic structure, the log measurements, and the survey measurements as discrete, random variables. I restrict the model to two dimensions, x and z. At each x location, we define eight discrete, random variables; see Figure 1 . We construct probability distributions for each variable, representing our prior information. Because the variables are discretized, while our prior information on them is typically a continuous probability density, we assign to each allowed state its area in that interval of the probability density. The following are descriptions of each random variable, and its prior information. In these descriptions, I mention specific, simple, distributions; these are what I have used in my experiments, but where an interpreter knows that a different distribution is more descriptive, the algorithm should use it.
A i True well path inclination The prior is a normal distribution centered at the planned inclination at position i.
B i Measured well path inclination The prior is a conditional distribution, dependent on the true well path inclination, A i . For each possible state of A i , we will say B i 's prior is a normal distribution, centered about the A i . Practical implementations may want to use more sophisticated survey error models described by Williamson et al. (1999) .
The prior is a normal distribution, based on the geologist's regional knowledge of the geology, centered at the expected dip value at position i.
F i Faulting There is no vertical shifting due to faulting at most lateral positions. Occasionally, we do encounter a fault, and when we do, it has a certain typical throw. I model this as a bimodal distribution: a mixture of a normal distribution centered about zero and having a very small variance, and one centered about the expected throw, with a variance reflecting the geologist's belief about the range of possible throw. The geologist's belief about the frequency of faulting, specified as number of faults per thousand meters, governs the amplitudes of the two modes.
L i LWD gamma ray measurement The prior is a conditional distribution, dependent on the true value of the earth's natural gamma radiation, M i . Several factors can contribute to the gamma ray detector's reading, including eccentering of the tool in the hole, temperature, and calibration error (Griffiths, 2009) 
M i True earth gamma ray The prior is a conditional distribution, dependent on the geologic feature true vertical depth (TVD) (which we assume completely governs the lateral change in structure), and the true well path TVD. We assume that a vertical well log taken in a virtual well drilled at this lateral position, is prior information for which we have a good estimate. One simple model for this lateral character is no change at all; that is, in many cases we believe that, allowing for lateral changes in structure due to faulting and dipping, a vertical column through the earth looks just like the pilot log at x = 0. Rather than model this virtual vertical well log as a separate random variable, I incorporate the information into the conditional probability table for M . The wellbore intersects a vertical slice through a vertically shifted earth, causing the LWD log to read the value on the vertically shifted pilot log. At x = 0, the true earth gamma ray is the value of the pilot log at the wellbore depth Y . At arbitrary x i away from the origin, let
, the change in the relative depth between the structure and the wellbore. Then the LWD log reading at x i is the value of the pilot log at depth Y i − ∆ i . Allowing for some variance in the natural gamma ray reading, for each possible combination of geologic structure depth, and wellbore depth, we have a normal distribution centered at the pilot log value at depth Y i − ∆ i .
Y i Wellbore true vertical depth
The prior is a conditional probability distribution, dependent on the previous wellbore TVD Y i−1 , and the true wellbore inclination A i−1 . The most likely current TVD is the previous (laterally) TVD, offset by the inclination there, scaled by the distance between the two lateral positions. Since we are modeling the sum of two discrete values, the discretization error implies a uniform sum distribution centered at their sum (see Appendix A).
Z i Geologic feature true vertical depth The prior is a conditional probability distribution, dependent on the previous feature depth Z i−1 , the dip D i−1 , and the faulting F i−1 . The most likely current depth of the feature is the previous depth, offset by the dip there, scaled by the distance between the two lateral positions; to this we add the fault displacement. Since we are modeling the sum of three discrete values, the discretization error implies a uniform sum distribution centered at their sum.
Practical implementations must truncate normal distributions to a few standard deviations.
We can visualize the conditional relations among these variables as the Bayesian network in Figure 3a . Each node represents a CPT; the joint probability over all the variables is the product of these CPTs. The directed edges represent conditional relationships; an edge connects the CPT for a dependent variable to the CPTs of its dependencies. To verify that the model variables satisfy the conditional independence criterion, consider each node and its variable's definition above; observe that, were we to specify values for that node's parent variables, the node's posterior distribution could no longer be affected by changes to any variables, except its descendants. For example, consider node M 1 , the true earth natural gamma ray at location 1, and suppose we could declare specific values for well path depth Y 1 and geologic feature depth Z 1 . The distribution for M 1 would become one-dimensional, with a peak at the earth's expected natural gamma ray value for that combination of well Geosteering using Bayesian Networks path and vertically shifted geologic cross-section. Only evidence for its single descendant, the measured log value L 1 , could further refine a posterior estimate of true earth natural gamma ray M 1 .
At each lateral location i, we present evidence L i = l i , the measured log value, and B i = b i , the measured inclination. Presenting evidence to a CPT eliminates all rows except the ones matching the evidence. Appendix C contains representative examples of CPTs for each of the eight variable types in our network, at a specific lateral position.
Computing MAP and Marginals

Reducing the Bayesian Network
Presenting evidence to some of the variables in a Bayesian network modifies the prior distribution; this posterior distribution is the complete answer to the problem we have posed. Two useful ways to characterize it are by the MAP configuration, and by the posterior marginal probabilities for each of the variables of interest. We want, in effect, to apply the evidence, then multiply the CPTs together for all the variables in the network, obtaining a joint posterior over hundreds of variables, over which we would maximize and marginalize; that would be impossible. But the structure of the network in Figure 3a enables us to divide and conquer to achieve the same result.
We can reduce the Bayesian network in Figure 3a to a collection of factors, as in Figure 3b , mentioning only the Y and Z variables, making it simple to calculate the MAP configuration and the marginal for any Y or Z. At each lateral location i along the wellbore, we have CPTs for the eight variables,
have arranged the nodes into ensembles, each connected to the previous ensemble only by edges from the previous Y and Z nodes. The ensemble for position i includes variables from positions i − 1 and i. Presenting well log and directional survey evidence L i =l i , B i =b i reduces the CPTs P (L i = l i | M i ) and P (B i = b i | A i ) to small factors having only rows compatible with the evidence. We multiply together all the CPTs in the ensemble of nodes for each of N lateral wellbore locations, and, as shown in Figure 3b , marginalize away all variables except for the Y s and Zs. Define factor
to represent the CPT for a variable X i at the ith lateral location. Multiply together the factors, and marginalize away A i−1 , F i−1 , D i−1 , and M i−1 :
For some ensembles, well log evidence L i−1 may be available, while directional survey evidence B i−1 is not; at those locations, we would include the factor Φ B i−1 (B i−1 ) in the multi-Geosteering using Bayesian Networks plicand in (3), and include B i−1 in the variables of summation.
Implementing Equation 3, as written, would require holding nine dimensions in memory, before summing out the four variables. We can order the multiplications and marginalizations to reduce the number of dimensions we must hold in memory at one time. One elimination order requiring at most five dimensions in memory is M , D, F , A:
For shorthand we will sometimes write
The posterior joint marginal probability over all the Y and Z will be the product of these factors:
Forming this collection of the Φ i saves computation: when measurements arrive for a new location, we compute the new reduced factor for its ensemble and append it to the collection. The collection forms a construct which we can query for updated MAP configurations and posterior marginals, as drilling proceeds.
Posterior marginals
To obtain the posterior marginals P marg (Y i ), P marg (Z i ) at location i, we must marginalize out all other variables from the posterior joint marginal:
where Y = {Y 0 , . . . , Y N −1 } and Z = {Z 0 , . . . , Z N −1 }. Implementing Equations 5 as written would not be possible, because we would have to construct a factor of many dimensions; but by interleaving multiplications and marginalizations, we can do it. Proceeding inward from the left and right ends, multiplying and marginalizing, never holding factors of more than four dimensions in memory, we accumulate left and right factors for each location index i; each represents the multiplication of all the Φ left and right of i, and the summing out of Geosteering using Bayesian Networks all variables except Y i and Z i .
We obtain the marginals by multiplying the left factor by the right factor for index i, and marginalizing away the unneeded variable:
MAP configuration
The MAP configuration for the variables {Y 0 , Z 0 , . . . , Y N −1 , Z N −1 } gives the configuration of those variables corresponding to the greatest value of the posterior. Although it gives the globally most probable configuration, we use the result with caution, because this configuration may not have broad support: the posterior distribution might be high but narrow there. Dechter (1999) showed that we can arrive at the most probable explanation (MPE) configuration by variable elimination, in a way similar to marginalization. The MPE is a special case of MAP, in which we seek the most probable configuration over all the nonevidentiary variables; in contrast, MAP seeks the most probable configuration over a subset of the non-evidentiary variables, marginalizing away the uninteresting ones. Darwiche (2009, Chapter 10) observed that applying that MPE algorithm to reduced factors like Φ i is equivalent to estimating the MAP variables over the full joint. Maximizing a factor (Appendix 
Figure 3: a) Random variables of the geosteering problem, for N = 6 lateral positions along a wellbore, configured in a Bayesian network. We present evidence at the nodes having a solid border. We want to estimate Y i , Z i for all i. Consider the ith vertical row of nodes as an ensemble, connected to the previous ensemble by incoming edges from the Y i and Z i nodes. b) We multiply the factors for the CPTs corresponding to each variable X i , Φ X i , and sum out all variables except the Y i and Z i . We obtain reduced factors for each lateral position, each mentioning at most four variables. From these reduced factors, we can compute the MAP configuration for the twelve Y and Z variables, and the marginals P marg (Y i ) and P marg (Z i ) at any i. B) over a variable produces a smaller factor having that variable elided. We can proceed through the Φ i , alternately multiplying factors and maximizing away variables:
Maximizing and multiplying in this way through all the Φ i reduces to a trivial factor having no remaining variables and one row, whose scalar represents the maximum posterior probability. Darwiche (2009, Chapter 10) describes a technique for augmenting the factors resulting from each maximization to record the instantiations associated to the maxima found at each stage. That process accumulates a collection of variable states {y 0 , z 0 , . . . , y N −1 , z N −1 } M AP , the MAP configuration, at which the global maximum probability occurs.
Both the MAP configuration, and the posterior marginals for each variable in Equation 6, yield global solutions. New information, acquired as the well extends, updates the global posterior, and propagates back throughout the Φ right i (the Φ lef t i remain unchanged). For example, a new measurement at the end of a wellbore can grow the probability, some distance back, that the wellbore crossed a fault; the updated MAP formation depth estimate may now jump discontinuously there. Presenting the new evidence can increase the posterior probability at a previously smaller, local, maximum, so that it becomes the new global maximum.
RESULTS
To demonstrate the method, I generated a random earth cross-section at ten foot (3m) intervals, indicated by the black line in Figure 4a , tracking a marker at 7250 ft (2210 m). I drew the dip of each interval from a normal distribution centered at 0%, with σ = 5% (over a 10 foot (3 m) interval, the standard deviation of the vertical shift is 0.5 ft (0.15 m)). Additionally, I drew the fault displacement from a distribution, as in Table 4 , where we expect four faults every 1000 ft (305 m), having throw 10 ft (3 m), with a standard deviation of σ = 5 ft (1.5 m). The dip and fault displacements across an interval, added to the depth of the marker at the left end of the interval, determine the depth at the right end of the interval.
To generate trajectory evidence, I used a simple error model to introduce noise both in the steering of the borehole along the planned trajectory, and in the inclination measurements. At the same ten foot (3 m) intervals, I first designed a notional planned trajectory, not shown in the figure. Around those inclinations, I drew random variations to construct an actual trajectory, the green line. Then, using this actual trajectory as a baseline, I drew random variations about those inclinations to construct the measured trajectory, the red line. For both of these trajectories, to generate the inclination numbers, I used a normal distribution having σ = 5%. Geosteering using Bayesian Networks At every ten-foot (3 m) interval, I shifted the pilot log, at left in Figure 4a , vertically, according to the shift in the earth structure (the black line). I added Gaussian noise of σ = 1 gAPI to the pilot log. Where that shifted log intersects the actual trajectory determines the measured gamma ray LWD, rendered horizontally along the bottom of Figure 4a .
I used depth discretization intervals of 1 ft (0.3 m), and gamma ray intervals of 1 gAPI.
The planned trajectory, the regional structure (zero dip ±5%, four faults per 1000 ft (305 m), 10 ft (3 m) throw), along with the pilot log for constructing the relationship among structure, trajectory, and gamma ray, and the planned trajectory inclinations, constitute the prior information. To this we apply the evidence, in the form of the synthesized measured trajectory inclinations and the LWD gamma ray, along with measurement error distributions. I used normal distributions, with σ = 1 gAPI for log errors, and σ = 5% for inclination errors.
The resulting MAP configuration for trajectory, Y , and formation marker, Z, depths are rendered in Figure 4a as the yellow and blue lines, respectively. Superimposed as traces are their posterior marginals, rendered over their central 95% areas. To gauge the success of the algorithm, compare the blue line (posterior estimate of structure) to the black line (known, true structure), and the yellow line (posterior estimate of trajectory) to the green line (known, true trajectory).
We may consider the posterior marginals as confidence indicators. The distances from the estimated trajectory and structure, to the actual ones, are within the confidence bounds indicated by the marginals. The estimated trajectory satisfactorily follows the actual well path. The estimated structure notably misses a fault near the 300 ft (91 m) horizontal position, and a few other features do not track well. I attribute this error to the character of the pilot log near the depth this lateral investigates, around 7370 ft (2246 m); it varies little with depth. An inverse mapping of log values to depth is ambiguous in this zone.
Noting that the log is less ambiguous near depth 7410 ft (2259 m), I ran another experiment, moving the trajectory deeper, so that the lateral portion investigates that portion of the geology; see Figure 4b . In this case, the algorithm correctly tracks the fault. To succeed, the algorithm requires a well log offering sufficient information that log values can guide the solution toward corresponding depths. Figure 4 illustrates that the computation is sensitive to the character of the well log. More generally, the distributions we choose for the priors influence the posteriors. How robust are the posteriors, under changes in prior estimates? We can characterize some scenarios we might encounter in practice.
Sensitivity to Parameters
Prior estimates for the well path, dip, and faulting may dominate when there is large prior uncertainty in the log values, as shown in Figure 5 . In all cases I used linearly increasing, low-noise pilot and derived LWD logs, but, in the inversion, I vary their prior distributions. The low-variance prior (a) enables us to find an accurate MAP configuration for formation depth and well path. A high-variance prior (b), in the same environment, allows the prior estimates -level dip and wellbore inclination -to dominate. Yet, using the same high-variance log prior in an environment with twice the fault throw (c), the Figure 4: (a) An example using a real well log, with a simulated earth cross-section. The lateral portion of the trajectory investigates a zone near depth 7370 ft (2246 m) on the pilot log. The MAP trajectory estimate (yellow line) tracks the actual trajectory (green line), but the MAP geologic structure estimate (blue line) misses a fault, and other features, on the true structure (black line) significantly. Superimposed as curves over the trajectory and structure estimates are their respective posterior marginals. (b) Moving the trajectory so that the lateral investigates the zone on the pilot log near 7410 ft (2259 m) offers the algorithm a pilot log having a less ambiguous mapping of log values to depth, enabling it to cross the fault near 300 ft (91 m) successfully. system is again able to detect the fault at about 1500 ft (457 m). With the larger fault, the system no longer can explain away the change in measured log at that location as caused by a few noisy log values. It has been forced to impute the change to the occurrence of a relatively rare fault. Note in (b) that the formation depth MAP configuration diverges noticeably from the peaks of the posterior marginals. The marginals may offer a more robust estimate of the posterior values, as, unlike the MAP configuration, they represent a sum of configurations, weighted by their probabilities.
Persistently incorrect prior assessments of dip will influence the MAP outcomes. While the relative distance between the formation and the well path remains correct, Figure 6 demonstrates that the MAP configuration will better reflect the faulting when the prior dip is biased in the opposite direction of the fault throw.
DISCUSSION
Although I solved here only for posterior trajectory and structure depth, it is a simple extension to include other variables, such as the faults F i or the dips D i , in the MAP variables of Φ i of Equation 4, and to marginalize for them in Equation 6.
Bayesian networks are a tool for solving physical inverse problems. Physical processes are causal, and Bayesian networks model causality naturally (Pearl, 2009) . It is often straightforward to construct Bayesian networks for them. Whether we can practically solve for the posteriors we want depends on the network's topology. We will only be able to manipulate networks having a regular pattern allowing us to order the multiplications and marginalizations so as to limit the compute resources required.
We may extend Bayesian network models easily as we increase our understanding of the system under investigation. In contrast to inversion techniques that minimize an error, we need never define a distance metric, which can be awkward to do when the variables range over different physical dimensions. Joint inversion across domains comes naturally. For example, in the geosteering problem, if an interpreted seismic horizon informed our prior estimates of geologic structure, we could extend the model to incorporate migration velocity as a random variable that influences Z, and calculate its posterior marginal. When additional well log types are available, we can extend the network to incorporate the influence of Y and Z on them, as they influence L and M . Random variables need not be numeric; if we know how categorical information, such as cuttings or core classifications, influences the other variables in the system, we can model them.
Least-squared error minimization techniques suffer from the constraint that they presume the uncertainties in the model and measurements to be Gaussian (Tarantola and Valette, 1982) . In the geosteering problem, as I formulated it above, the prior fault CPT, F , is strongly bimodal: it has a peak at zero, and a smaller peak at the expected throw. And although for convenience I employed Gaussian priors for many variables, in practice, we may gather some prior distributions empirically. As one example, the gamma ray as measured by the LWD might differ from that collected in the vertical part of the hole; a histogram of differences between the two collected over the same interval could yield a better prior. The Bayesian network approach enables us to apply the best priors we have.
The way I chose to solve the Bayesian network -exact inference by variable elimination -gives unequivocal results. Yet, as we evolve the model, adding more complexity to Geosteering using Bayesian Networks Figure 5: Three idealized cases demonstrating the interplay of log noise and geologic structure. At left are idealized well logs increasing linearly with depth; at right are earth crosssections. For all cases, each variable uses the same prior distribution at every location; prior dip and inclination slope estimates are zero with σ=1%, the log is linearly increasing at 1.0 gAPI/ft (3.3 gAPI/m) with σ = 1 gAPI, and faults occur about once per thousand feet. The true formation depth and well path are solid black lines; the MAP configurations are light gray; the individual posterior marginals are superimposed as traces. a) A low-variance (σ = 1 gAPI) log prior, for both the pilot log and LWD, in a geological environment in which expected fault throw is 10 ft (3.0 m), gives good estimates for well path and formation depth. b) Increasing the prior log σ to 5 gAPI causes the MAP formation depth to miss the structure. c) An environment with expected fault throw of 20 ft (6.1 m) causes the MAP formation depth to track the faults again. the network will strain the bounds of what is practical to compute by this technique. Here, I used variable elimination to maximize and to marginalize; there is more recent work on solving these networks by conditioning (Darwiche, 2009, Chapter 8) : partitioning the CPTs so that we can trade time for computer memory. These techniques will enable solving more complex models. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, for example Gibbs sampling (Jensen, 2002, pp. 191-2) , are a practical alternative to the exact inference approach. It may turn out that we have to adopt an MCMC technique to solve the more complex models I anticipate building. They require less computer memory. They do require care in choosing an initial configuration.
The probabilistic approach I used here, whether we use exact inference or MCMC methods to solve the Bayesian network, gives the true posterior distribution of the variables we care about. There may be other inverse problems in geoscience susceptible to better solutions using Bayesian networks and the probabilistic formalism. Geosteering using Bayesian Networks 
APPENDIX A UNIFORM SUM DISTRIBUTION
Some CPTs represent the probability distribution of the sum of two or three discrete variables. If the variables are discretized by steps of 1, the uniform sum distribution gives the probability distribution of their sum. For the sum of two discrete variables,
For the sum of three discrete variables,
APPENDIX B FACTOR ARITHMETIC
A factor Φ(X) is a table, or function, mapping an instantiation x = {x 1 , . . . , x N } of its variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X N } to a non-negative scalar Φ(x). The instantiation and its scalar form a row of the table. We employ three operations on factors.
Multiplication To multiply two factors, Φ 1 (X) and Φ 2 (Y), forming a new factor Φ 3 (Z = X ∪ Y): for each configuration z of Z, select compatible pairs of rows from the factors, and for each pair, form a new row whose instantiation z is the union of the instantiations of the two rows x and y, and whose scalar is their product:
The compatibility operator, ∼, selects the row from each CPT, all of whose states equal the states of the corresponding variable in the output configuration z.
Marginalization To marginalize, or sum out, a variable X from a factor Φ(X, Y), forming a new factor Φ(Y): collect all the rows having a common partial instantiation, y; add together their scalars, and form a new row whose instantiation is y, and whose scalar is their sum:
Repeat for all y.
Maximization To maximize a variable X from a factor Φ(X, Y), forming a new factor Φ(Y): collect all the rows having a common partial instantiation, y; find the largest scalar, and form a new row whose instantiation is y, and whose scalar is their maximum:
With that row, also record the states of the elided variables (the variables at which the maximum occurred). Repeat for all y.
These three operations are commutative. Darwiche (2009, Chapter 6) describes algorithms for implementing these operations.
APPENDIX C CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY TABLES
As a concrete example, Tables 1 through 8 present conditional probability tables (CPTs) for an ensemble of variables associated to one lateral position, position i. The lateral distance back to the previous survey, at position i − 1, is 100 ft (30 m). The simplest of these CPTs, that is, the ones for variables A, F , and D, having no conditions, fit on a page, and I present them in their entirety. The remaining CPTs are large and I present a few representative rows and columns. For completeness, I present in Table 9 a snippet of gamma ray log used in construction of the CPT for M . Table 2 : A fragment of an example CPT for B i , the measured inclination in percent, at lateral position i. It depends on A i , the true inclination. The uncertainty is due to instrument noise; for simplicity we model it here as a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation 1, centered at the true inclination. Table 3 : A fragment of an example CPT for D i , the dip in percent, at lateral position i, applied over a 100 ft interval. It represents our prior information about the dip, based on our regional knowledge of the geology at this position. For simplicity we model it here as a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation 2, centered about a most likely dip of zero. Table 4 : An example prior CPT for F i , the probable fault throw over a 100 ft (30 m) lateral interval, at lateral position i. F is an independent variable. Here we model the fault probability as the weighted mixture of a δ function and a Gaussian distribution, centered at 10 ft (3 m), with a standard deviation of 5 ft (1.5 m). To achieve four faults per 1000 ft, observed over the 100 ft interval, we assign a weight of 60% to the δ function and 40% to the Gaussian component. Table 5 : A fragment of an example CPT for L i , the measured log value at lateral position i. It depends on M i , the earth's true background gamma ray value. The uncertainty is due to instrument noise; for simplicity we model it here as a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation 1, centered at the true background gamma ray. Geosteering using Bayesian Networks Table 6 : A fragment of a CPT for a hypothetical M i , the true background gamma ray value at lateral position i. We show only a small range for each variable. Each column is the conditional probability distribution of M i , given the states of the two variables Y and Z at the current lateral position. We have declared a Gaussian distribution for the log measurement uncertainty, with a standard deviation of 1 gAPI. The column header ∆Z i is not a separate conditional variable; it indicates the difference between the conditional variable Z i and an arbitrary formation marker reference depth of 1000 m. M i depends on where the wellbore intercepts a vertically shifted virtual vertical well log (Table 9 ) at this lateral position; that is, it depends on the well path TVD Y i and the formation marker TVD Z i . Those two conditions determine a relative depth on the pilot log, which in turn determines a gamma ray value at that depth. Geosteering using Bayesian Networks Table 7 : A fragment of a CPT for Y i , the well path TVD at lateral position i, where the distance between lateral positions is 100 ft (30 m). We show only a small range for each variable. Each column is the conditional probability distribution of Y i , given the states of the two variables A and Y at the previous lateral position. Because Y i is the sum of Y i−1 , and 100A i−1 , the uncertainty is due to discretization error, which is given by the uniform sum distribution. See Appendix A. Table 8 : A fragment of a CPT for Z i , the geologic feature TVD at lateral position i, where the distance between lateral positions is 100 ft. We show only a small range for each variable. Each column is the conditional probability distribution of Z i , given the states of the three variables F, Z, and D at the previous lateral position. Because Z i is the sum of F i−1 , Z i−1 , and 100D i−1 , the uncertainty is due to discretization error, which is given by the uniform sum distribution. See Appendix A.
